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Creative Class
• The creative class is comprised of young,
highly-educated and talented people and
the creative-class is especially good at
multiplying serving,
multiplying,
serving and even inventing
new economy jobs.
• Luring and or sustaining ones creative
class is often seen as crucial for the
success of the post-industrial city.

• Like others, when we first started to look at
this topic we did so from a U.S. urban
system perspective.
• In other words which places in the U
U.S.
S
urban hierarchy are most prone to
creativity.
• We began by mapping high-art
establishments with high concentrations
indicating a high level of creative class.
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Location Quotient
LQ = ((Eij/Ej)/(Ei/Et)) * 100
Eij = establishments in zipcode j in sector i;
Ej = total establishments in zipcode j;
Ei = metropolitan establishments in sector i;
Et = total metropolitan establishments

Figure 1
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Table 1

Figure 2

Figure 3
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Giuliano and Small (1991)

Method missed LAX which was 3rd largest out of 120 centers identified by E/R

Greene and Forstall (1997)

Missed high density job areas that were primarily upscale high density residential areas.

HAZ
• High density upscale residential areas
whose residents support neighborhood
retailing and service employment.
• Accessible to Downtown
Downtown.
• Identified by finding areas with high job
density (greater than 5000/sq. mile) and
below the 1.25 E/R cutoff for a job center.
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Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7
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Figure 10

Figure 11
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Figure 12

Figure 13

Figure 14
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Future Research and Comparisons
• Do Chinese Cities
have High
Amenity Zones?
• Shenzhen should
be an excellent
case study. The
city has 12 million
people with many
professionals and
most of its built
environment is
only 26 years old.

Guangzhou HAZ Case Study
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Figure 17

Outline
• HAZ in Tianhe District
• HAZ in Old District of GZ
• Creative class people’s view of Starbucks

Introduction of Tianhe District and Tianhe New CBD

The official boundary of GZ
The official boundary of Guangzhou was
different before and after 2005. In the
year of 2005, Guangzhou Government
adjusted the previously 8 districts of
central area into 6 districts by combining
Dongshan District into Yuexiu District and
Fangcun District into Liwan District and at
the same time included 6 surrounding
districts into the executive area like Panyu
District, Nansha District, Zengcheng
District, Conghua District and Huadu
District.
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The official boundary of Tianhe District
Tianhe District locates in the middle
of GZ central area, which is
adjacent to Yuexiu District in the
west, to Huangpu District in the
east, to Baiyun District in the
northwest and separated with
Haizhu District by Pearl River. The
overall area of Tianhe District is
96.33 square kilometer and
population number is 1.12
1 12 million.
million
The official boundary of Tianhe
District starts from Guangzhou
Bridge, along Guangzhou Avenue
and Shuiying Road, west to Huanshi
Dong Road and Dengfeng street,
then along Baiyun Mountain to the
north, including Shahe County and
Dongpu County, then south to
Huangpu Avenue and along Pearl
River back to Guangzhou Bridge.

Separated CBDs in GZ
The three features of CBD are
clustering of business and
business institutes, high land
price, horizontal spatial structure
composed by close-circle
transportation system (Circle of
input and distribution). By
analyzing from these three
aspects, previous researches
figure out the scale of three
CBDs in Guangzhou as
following: “Beijing Road –
Shangxia Jiu Road” CBD,
“Huanshi Dong Road” CBD and
Tianhe CBD. The previous two
ones are with larger scale and
more mature functions and the
last one is on-going
development district of
Guangzhou new city with
relatively smaller scale. (Yan
and Zhou, 2000)

The scale of Tianhe CBD and
land function surrounding
CBD
•

Tianhe CBD locates in the southwest of Tianhe District, which starts from east railway station of
GZ and station square, prolongs south to CITI Plaza, Tianhe stadium, Teemall and Grandview
Plaza. Central axis is consisted by green land and squares, besides which are developed to
business use with high intensity. So Tianhe CBD is not only with beautiful environment and
easy to resolve the problem of parking.

•

The land function surrounding CBD is mainly residence with separated business land and
along-street business belt. Secondly, northwest of CBD is Guangzhou Sport University, land of
which used as the physical education. And land of GZ East Railway Station is used as
transportation. Also there are two urban villages beside Tianhe CBD.
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Starbucks Location and Function of Buildings in Tianhe CBD
•

The function of CBD includes:
commodity commerce, top-grade
commerce, office, entertainment,
hotel, finance, residence, storage
and other. In Tianhe CBD,
business mainly concentrated on
the bottom or lower floor of
buildings. The business-used area
amounts for 63.1% of the total
base area in Tianhe North Road.
The main function of second and
second-above floor is office or
hotel, secondly top-grade
business. Sixth and sixth-above
fl
floor
iis used
d tto b
be residence.
id
(Yang and Wu, 2006) As follows,
the research figures out different
function of buildings in Tianhe
CBD. (Charter 1)

•

There are 9 Starbucks shops in
the Tianhe CBD. They locate in
Grandbuy Zhongyi, Teemall,
Grandview Mall, Baifu Plaza,
Victory Plaza, Citi Plaza, Sky
Metro City, Center Plaza and East
Railway Station of GZ.

Starbucks in Teemall

Starbucks in Grandview Plaza

Starbucks Coffee Stores in old districts of GZ
22 Starbucks Coffee Stores in Guangzhou
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Starbucks in Yuexiu District
Dong Fang Jin Xuan Store

Comic City Store

Starbucks in Yuexiu District
Tao Jin & Peace World Plaza Store

Guaqngzhou China Plaza Store

Starbucks in Yuexiu District
Tao Jin & Peace World Plaza Store

China Hotel Store
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Starbucks in Liwan District
Shamian Store

Xin Guang Store
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Starbucks in Haizhu District
Grandbuy Sunny Mall Store

Conclusion:
•

After Guangzhou government polices decided to develop Tianhe District to future CBD in the
beginning of the 1990’s, lots of urban high amenities settled in this region like high-level
restaurants, foreign brand coffee stores, etc. In the past two decades, 13 Starbucks Coffee
stores, typical representation of urban high amenities, spread in Tianhe. 70 percent of them
locate in new Tianhe CBD (9 stores). 2 of the rest 4 stores (Baifu Plaza and Buynow Plaza)
located around Gangding Road, which is the GZ computer center and electrical & high-tech
products center. According the definition of HAZ in western countries, we could conclude that
HAZ in Tianhe somehow overlays with new CBD with high density of urban amenities. It is
totally different to the situation in LA or Chicage, where HAZ is adjacent to CBD and urban
center. Also, Tianhe CBD had only less than two-decade history, buildings and houses there
are relatively new. So the situation that high amenities like Starbucks Coffee replace old
buildings or houses is rare even doesn’t exist at all.

•

However, HAZs in old GZ district (GZ inner city) including Liwan, Yuexiu and Haizhu Districts
are different to that in Tianhe and also different to those in western cities. According to the
definition of GZ CBDs (Xianpei Yan, Chunshan Zhou, 2000), old CBDs in Liwan and Yuexiu
District are “Beijing-Shangxia Jiu Road” and “Huanshi Dong Road” (Yellow highlights in above
picture). We could see from it, there is no one Starbucks Coffee store locating in these two
old CBDs. Only one store (Comic City Store) is closed to the CBD. The “Beijing-Shangxia Jiu
Road” CBD is the oldest region of GZ with Chinese traditional construction style, Verandacovered walking streets, all kinds of retails, shops, and business facilities, also the highest
land price in GZ. The high cost of replacing shops by Starbucks and relatively mature urban
amenities (restaurants, local snacks, sculptures in walking streets…) might be one of the
reason why Starbucks don’t settle in this region. On the opposite, the “Huanshi Dong Road”
CBD with shorter history (but longer than Tianhe CBD) functionally relates to office, finance,
banks, hotels, etc. with modern construction style, wide driving roads and less retails and
shops, which is more like to Tianhe CBD. 3 Starbucks (Peace World Plaza, Taojin, and China
Plaza) surround this region and keep relatively not too far distance.

Comparison
between
business center
and Starbucks

•

It is worth to mention that big-scale retail stores and shops gathered in Beijing Road, Shangxia Jiu Road,
Dongshan Kou, Xianlie Zhong Road, Huanshi Road, Zhongshan Road, Jiefang Road, Renming Road,
Jiangnan Road, Jiangnan Xi Road and Gongye Road, where could be claimed as the second level business
center of GZ and three CBDs are the first level. (Xu Xueqiang, Zhou Suhong, Lin Geng, 2002).

•

According to this business classification, 67 percent ( 6 stores ) of 9 Starbucks in old districts located in the
sub-CBDs (second level business center). Among the rest 3 stores, Chine Hotel Store located in the biggest
exhibition and convention zone of GZ. Xin Guang Store and Shamian Store are respectively close to two
historical protection zone, Chen Family Temple and Shamian Old Embassy Construction Protection Zone. So,
HAZs in GZ old districts are not adjacent closely to CBDs but separate and keep not too far distance to CBDs,
which is also different to that in western cities.
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Grandbuy Sunny Mall Store

StoreShamian Bars

Xin Guang City Square

China Plaza

Guangzhou Friendship Business Store
Teemall Store

Comic City Store
Grandview Store

GPS Results of Field Work During ISUF Conference
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Creative class people’s view to Starbucks
Investigation Statistics
1. Which is your occupation?
A. Construction
B. Manufacturing
C. Retail
D. Information
E. Finance, Insurance & Real Estate
F. Professor, Scientific, Management & Administration
G. Education, Health & Social service
H. Arts & Entertainment

2. What kind of living view you think you had?
A. Very traditional
B. Sometimes traditional and sometimes open
C. Relatively open
D. Very open
1, 4%

3, 13%

10
9
8

8, 33%

7
6
5
4

10

4. Where do you work?
A. Haizhu District
B. Tianhe District
C. Yuexiu District
D. Huangpu District
E. Fangcun District
F. Baiyun District
G. Other Guangzhou around areas

8

3
2
1

1

0

0
B

A

2

1
C

1

D

E

F

1

G

A
B
C
D

12, 50%

H

3. Have you ever been to Starbucks Coffee?
A. Always
B. Often
C. Normally
D. Not often
18
16

14

14

12

12

10

10

8

14

6

7

4

4
3

2

2

0

0

A

17

8

6

B

C

0

D

4

2

1
A

B

C

D

0
E

0
F

0
G

0
H

Investigation Statistics
6. How much impact of Starbucks Coffee to this region?
A. Very much
B. Much
C. Just so so
D. Not too much

5. What is the advantage do you think when you work in this region?
A. Convenient transportation
B. Comfortable working environment
C. Convenient public facilities
D. Others
6

7

12

A
B
C
D

0

10
8
10

4
2

7. What is the reason do you think Starbucks Coffee had impact to this region?
A. Improve the level of local food & beverage industry
B. Convenient workers and residences’ live
C. Improve living taste by its decoration and environment
platform
D. Provide a communication and contact p
4%

12

6

12

1
0

0

A

B

C

D

8. Do you think you will move here to settle down because of the
local increasing amenities?
A. Yes
B. No
C. Never considered before

4%
24%
A
B
C
D

33%

68%

50%

9. Which stores do you think are similar to Starbucks Coffee in this region?
A. Kentucky Fried Chicken
B. Mcnoldold’s
16
C. Haggen Dazzel
14
D. Other brand coffee store

A
B
C

17%

12
10

16

8
6

8

4
2
0

0
A

0
B

C

D

Investigation Conclusion and Analysis
1. Totally 30 subjects involve into this investigation and 25 of them
finished all the questions. 40% of them work in the field related to
finance, insurance and real estate. 32% of them come from the field
of education, science, management and administration. Other people
with occupation in construction, manufacturing, retail, information,
arts and entertainment amount for a few percentage less than 28% of
all. The possible reason is because many financial and economyrelated companies located in Tianhe new CBD. White-collar workers
tend to talk about work and meet for business in Starbucks Coffee.
Nearly 50% of them think they are sometimes traditional and
sometimes open and willing to accept western culture and
consumption view.
2. 2. Almost 50% of them didn’t go to Starbucks often because they
think the cost of coffee and drinks there is relatively high and only
affordable for those high-income or white-collar workers. Purpose of
visiting Starbucks is almost for meeting friends or business not just
for drinking coffee.
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3. Nearly 70% of subjects being investigated work in Tianhe District
partially because we initiate most of interviews in three Starbucks in
Tianhe District and partially because Tianhe new CBD is one of the
largest job centers in Guangzhou and will become more central in
the future. Almost 50% of people choosing to work in Tianhe District
is because the comfortable working environment here and secondly
because the convenient transportation or convenient public facilities
there. There is a central sport park in the middle of Tianhe District
and two largest shopping malls in GZ located in CBD. White collar
workers could enjoy sports and shopping after work.

4. Almost 50% of people think Starbucks Stores had much impact to
CBD mainly because they improve living taste by its decoration and
environment and rest of them think the impact is just common.
Starbucks represent luxury shops and a kind of relaxed living style,
where Chinese could feel about western cultural atmosphere and
emotional sentiment.

5. Almost 50% of people think they will move to CBD to live because of
the local increasing amenities but 33% of them never considered
this before. Those who will not live in CBD think housing price is
priority to any other issue and high housing price in CBD prevent
their movement even if CBD owns more and better urban amenities.
Several subjects investigated show they lived in certain gated
communities where is 3 or 4 subway station far away from CBD and
no Starbucks there.

6 Comparing to Starbucks
6.
Starbucks, people think Haggen Dazzel are very
similar stores, which we should add into research and represent
urban high amenity. Beside of that, some other brand stores should
be included too like Pizza Hit, Papa Jones, etc. But KFC and
Mcnoldold’s are too common in China and relatively cheaper food
price and crowed environment there should not be considered as
high amenities.

Other China Case Studies: Nanning
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Update on Chicago
Store Closures Following Financial Crisis
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